
Exciting Business Opportunity for Retail Merchandise Purchasers in SoCal!

Dear Retail Merchandise Buyers,
I hope this email finds you well. My name is James Lewis C.F.O. of Gangshi Luggage. Here with an
incredible business opportunity that I believe would be of great interest to you as a retail merchandise
purchaser in the vibrant U.S. market.
Gangshi Luggage has recently launched a line of high-quality travel suitcases designed to meet the
needs of modern travelers. These suitcases are not only stylish and durable but also the 20“ unit MSRP is
competitively priced at $99.00 each, making them an attractive choice for customers seeking affordable
yet reliable luggage options.
We have partnered with your company specifically because we recognize your expertise and success in
the retail industry. We believe that by joining forces, we can establish a mutually beneficial business
development relationship that will drive sales and profitability for both parties.
Here's how we propose to collaborate:

1. Wholesale Pricing: As a preferred partner, you will receive exclusive wholesale pricing for the
travel suitcases, allowing you to maximize your profit margins while offering your customers an
exceptional product at an affordable price.

2. Marketing Support: We understand the importance of effective marketing strategies in driving
sales. Our team will provide you with comprehensive marketing materials, including product
images, descriptions, and promotional content, to assist you in promoting the suitcases in your
store and online platforms.

3. Customization Options: We can offer customization options such as co-branding or personalized
branding on the suitcases, allowing you to create a unique selling point and cater to your target
audience's preferences.

4. Flexible Order Quantities: Whether you require a smaller initial order to test the market or wish to
secure a larger quantity at once, we can accommodate your needs and adjust the order
quantities accordingly.

5. Fast and Reliable Delivery: We have established a streamlined logistics system to ensure prompt
and reliable delivery of the suitcases to your retail location. Timely restocking will be a priority to
prevent any supply shortages.

6. Long-Term Partnership: Our goal is to establish a long-term partnership based on trust, reliability,
and mutual growth. We are committed to supporting your retail business and adapting to market
trends to ensure our collaboration remains successful and profitable for years to come.

To take the next steps in exploring this exciting business opportunity, I invite you to schedule a call or
meeting at your convenience. During this interaction, we can discuss the details further, address any
questions you may have, and tailor our proposal to best align with your business goals.
We genuinely believe that our travel suitcases will be a valuable addition to your product offerings and an
excellent choice for your customers in the U.S. Marketplace. Don't miss out on this opportunity to boost
your sales and enhance your brand reputation.
Thank you for your time, and we look forward to the possibility of working together to create a successful
business development relationship.
Warm regards,
James Lewis C.F.O
Gangshi Luggage - D.B.A. - Truly Fit
+! 714 675 3380 accounts@gangshiluggage.com
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